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The EUROPE project has been presented in different events that have seen the participation of policy makers at
local, regional and National level, education responsible, principals and teachers, scientific community and to
the general public, including:
•

Presentation of the EUROPE project preliminary results by the University of Algarve (P3) at the 4º
Congresso da Ordem dos Psicólogos Portugueses, Braga, Portugal - organised by the Portuguese
psychologists order

•

Presentation of the EUROPE preliminary results by the lead evaluator of Utrecht University (P2) during
the conference ‘Via lo stress, via il bullismo - a scuola arriva il momento di quiete, in Leno – Italy, in the
context of a presentation organized by another EU funded project, the FRIENDS1 project, implementing
the QT/TM approach.

•

Seminar on Social Inclusion and Tolerance - Education as key to Social Inclusion – Presenting preliminary
project results at the Utrecht University of Applied Science (Organized by the EUROPE project partners in
coordination with the 3rd partner meeting)

•

Seminar on Social inclusion and tolerance: The psychological and social benefits of Quiet Time Presenting preliminary project results at the University of Algarve (Organized by the EUROPE project
partners in coordination with the 4th partner meeting)

•

Presentation of the EUROPE project QT/TM approach during the congress about Burn-out, “Stress in the
Classroom” for educational professionals - The Netherlands, Veenendaal

•

Presentation to a group of 17 headteachers at Stoke on Trent Sixth Form College – UK by Maharishi School
UK (P6)

•

Presentation of EUROPE project during the school event ‘Alleanze educative per una scuola d’eccellenza’
organised by CESIE and Centro per lo Sviluppo Creativo “Danilo Dolci” in the Botanical Garden in Palermo,
where the stand of the EUROPE project was organised, and information provided to all interested

•

Presenting the EUROPE project during a public debate in Berlin on the effects of TM - with distinguished
guest speakers from Germany (medical doctor, actress and filmmaker/owner of movie company) and USA
(writer/director David Lynch Foundation), by Maharishi School in the Netherlands (P7)

•

Presentation to school teachers, local government administrators and members of the public in Northern
Germany, Lubeck, as part of a programme from the Ministry of Education of continuing professional
development, by Maharishi School UK (P6)

•

The project was introduced also to the Nepal government education committee in Kathmandu, Nepal,
which favourably received information about the EUROPE Project during a presentation on education
made to them, by Maharishi School UK (P6)

These conferences have seen the participation of Policy makers at local, regional and National level, education
responsible, principals and teachers, NGOs working in education and with migrants and the presentation of the
project has been always well received.
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(Project n° 592247-EPP-1-2017-1-IT-EPPKA3-IPI-SOC-IN), which is scaling up the same approach in new countries, involving new target and age groups,
and including non-formal education.

